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Introduction

quickly ignite a community into being, and
then sustain it as it grows?

Thread-based discussions are enormously

An agent-based model, grounded in the-

popular on the internet. Not only are they

ory and observation, will be built to clarify

found in usenet-groups, and on classical web-

and formalize our understanding of this pro-

forums, but they also appear in mailing-

cess. The model will be calibrated, and tested,

lists, google-groups, on many news-sites, be-

against the structure of real forums of varying

low blog-posts, and more recently, on Face-

sizes. This model will then be used to pre-

book walls. Over decades several attempts

dict what scale-ranges successful forums can

have been made at developing alternative

have, how the psychological utility derived

discussion-platforms, but apart from Twit-

from them varies, and how thread-structures

ter and chat, these have not been success-

change as forums grow. In addition, the model

ful.8,43,14,67,68 Is there something special about

will be used to examine what would happen

thread-based discussion-platforms that makes

if certain features of threaded discussions had

them so good at attaining critical mass?

been missing or were reversed.

Are they successful because forum-threads

The paper proceeds as follows: First some

resemble the temporal order of off-line con-

previous work will be discussed. Then some

versations? Is it because people are used to

limits of the proposal will be set out. Next, the

this format on the web? Or is it because they

research-question will be further specified, as

are good at overcoming the critical mass prob-

well as some of the other questions that will

lem? Probably a mixture of these, but here

be answered in the thesis. Following that,

the latter is assumed: it is because forums are

the research-design will be introduced, and

good at attaining critical mass. Thus making

especially its method: agent-based modeling.

the research-question: what is it in the struc-

Then the data and sampling strategy will be

ture of threaded forums that allows them to

presented, followed by a brief discussion of
1
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some challenges that might arise during the

networks based on reply-structures, and either

project. Finally, the paper will be concluded

using them to detect differing roles, or to anal-

with some ideas for further research.

yse forums as social communities.12,34,35,62,66
Works from the theoretical realm are, first

1.1

of all those by Peter Hedstrom on analyti-

Previous works

cal sociology, where the focus is on so called
Most similar are a set of forthcoming pa-

social mechanisms. Social mechanisms op-

pers by Yuking and Kraut, which introduce

erate on the micro-level of decisions made

and evaluate an agent-based model of user-

by individuals, and bring about macro-level

behaviour on a forum. Their use-case is a

effects through emergence.26,25,27 A second

test of the influence of moderation-regimes

set of works, are those in Structuration The-

(no moderation, community-wide modera-

ory (not to be confused with structuralism),

tion, and personalized moderation) on user-

which state that besides individual agency, so-

contributions, and community ties.56,55 A

cial, and other structures, are important as

number of other works employ agent-based

well.15,47 Finally, for grounding the model,

modelling for studying how critical mass de-

and in addition to the listed empirical stud-

velops across networks, how it impacts the

ies, several more general psychological and

valuation of software companies, and the dif-

economic theories will be used, such as Ka-

fusion of innovation across various types of

rau and Williams ’collective effort’ model,

33,7,42

networks.

.

Rogers Agarwala-Rogers ’information overload’ theory, and possibly theories of group-

A notable work that deals with discussion-

identity, and signalling.70,30,32,59,29,13,41

threads, is Sandra Gonzalez-Bailon’s paper
about the shape of threads across topics on
Slashdot. What she found, for example, is

1.2

Limits

that political threads tended to be much wider
and deeper than those about games.20 . A lot

First of all, the thesis will be limited to one as-

of work has been done on individuals moti-

pect of virtual communities; the thread-based

vations for contributing to on-line communi-

discussion. Other important aspects of on-

ties.1,2,6,31,39,44,45,46,50,51,52,53,54,57 . The social as-

line communities, such as their governance,

pects of threaded discussions have been stud-

visual appearance, and other features, such as

ied as well, for example by generating social

friending, will not be examined or discussed.
2
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tion 5).

The focus will be on the internal dynamics
of forums. External effects, such as com-

2

petition between communities or advertising-

Questions

campaigns, will not be taken into account.
The research question, as noted, is what is it in

Secondly, instead of taking threads as in-

thread-structures that helps forums overcome

dicative of social structures, threads, and the

the critical mass problem. This is an explana-

(social) mechanisms involved in them, will be

tory research question that could lead us to

considered the primary drivers. The assump-

various mechanisms. An example of the kind

tion here is that most people simply reply to

of mechanism we hope to test is, as most of us

interesting posts they happen to come across,

probably observed in practice, that first posts

largely ignoring whether they know the au-

generally receive more attention than posts

thor of the post they reply to. If true, then

later in the thread. Which, in short, should

directly social factors may be spurious, espe-

provide a heightened incentive to early con-

cially if structural factors can explain most

tributors, and thus make people more likely

of the dynamics as well. Also, for reasons

to be the first to post on a (sub) forum. An-

of space, the content of posts, their topics,

other example is that, by listing new threads

or (emotional) polarity, will not be looked at.

most prominently, forums focus attention on

This though they are very important for de-

a few topics, increasing the likelyhood of in-

termining which specific threads/posts receive

teractions.

replies, and even for the flourishing of whole

In order to examine these, and other so-

communities.6,21

cial mechanisms, we will take the following
In addition we will only use data from two

steps, answering the listed questions along the

forums as found on the web, so no surveys,

way. They are ordered according to A.D. de

interviews about user-motivations, or other

Groots empirical circle, of observation, induc-

elicited data will be used. In the narrow sense,

tion, deduction, testing and evaluation.22 They

no new data was thus created for this study.

each match to a different research-approach.48

Yet in the broader sense of data gathering
(such as scraping), we did collect some new

1. What variations in forum-sizes are ac-

data. Finally as this study limits itself to two

tually observed? How small, and how

data-sets, there will be limited generalizabil-

big, do forums get? How does thread-

ity (more on data and generalizability in sec-

creation- and posting-behaviour vary be3
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tween forums of different sizes? Sup-

4. Is the model valid? Here we will test

posedly larger forums will have a greater

the model against previously unexam-

churn of both threads and posts, but ex-

ined data, and report on the extent to

actly how much faster is this turnover?

which it fits. We will try to use all the

And does it vary with the time of day?

power of the data here. So we will not

(one of the questions studied for the OSN

merely match the model output against

essay) The goal of this step is to exam-

real growth figures, but also test for

ine and present the descriptive statistics

similarly structured threads, and reply-

of our data (descriptive approach), which

structures. The aim of this question is to

the model should later explain.

find out if the model provides an appropriate covering law (empirical).

2. What social factors / mechanisms should
we induce as being potentially impor-

5. Finally, what can we conclude from the

tant? In what ways do people derive util-

model? How does the perceived util-

ity from participating in online forums?

ity of (early) posting change as forums

(studied for formative DEG essay) What

grow?

is the ’production function’ of forums?

How big can forums get, and

how does this match with the sizes that

How much more are earlier posts val-

were observed?

ued than later ones? What costs, such

Is there an optimum

size? Finally, how does the model hold

as time and information-overload, are in-

against counter-factuals, and what does

volved? Exploring the possible mecha-

this teach us about the properties of fo-

nisms is what we do here (exploratory).

rums that make them better at gaining

3. How can we deduce an agent-based

critical mass?; such as showing users

model from the above-mentioned fac-

threads at random, instead of the most re-

tors?: A model with decision rules for

cent ones, or appending new posts at the

how users, their incentives and actions

front of the thread? And are there possi-

relate. We will here also defend why we

ble improvements, such as showing new

should use modelling as a method, and

threads to new users first? The aim of

ground the model in theory. The aim here

this step is to clarify and explain the re-

is to formalize our hypotheses and their

lationships between the factors (explana-

interactions in the model (constructive).

tory).
4
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ing that group behaviour is best understood as
emerging from social mechanisms operating

Our primary research-design will thus be one

at the level of individuals.26,25,27

that is inspired by the empirical tradition. Yet

Apart from this theoretical foundation, and

as noted, at the centre of it will be a construc-

its practical success, agent-based modelling

tive approach (common in computer science),

has other advantages as well. The first being

which means the creation of a solution for a

that it allows one to integrate multiple, spe-

problem: in our case an agent-based model

cific, smaller theories. Where in most of the

that matches our problem domain. Therefore

social sciences (particularly in experimental

the fit with the empirical approach is not com-

psychology) one normally tests only one vari-

plete, and arguably we will be employing a

able, while keeping the others constant, agent-

mixed method design.9 .

based modelling allows one to combine such
theories into a middle-level framework.16

4

Modelling
Another, closely coupled advantage, is that

In sociology the use of agent-based modelling

the model/framework is not just written down

has been pioneered by Nigel Gilbert, Thomas

in a narrative (as it previously would have

Schelling, Dirk Helbing, and several others.

been), but rather is formalized in the code

They have applied it to domains such as in-

of the model.

novation networks, racial segregation, and

more strictly defined, and allows us to test the

pedestrian behaviour in crowded streets.17,60,28

model against hard data.4 These properties are

The method has thus been tried and tested

what makes the method especially useful for

with some success, even though it is relatively

helping us clarify and understand complex,

new.

emergent phenomena, such as the appearance

This both enables it to be

of critical mass in web-forums.

On a more theoretical level the core tenet of
agent-based modelling is taking the point of

A final advantage is that, contrary to

view of individuals, and modelling their be-

equation-based modelling of relationships be-

haviour: for example based on their expected

tween variables or aggregates (which would

utility.5 Sociological processes only come into

have been the alternative approach) agent-

the model by emerging from the behaviour of

based modelling allows one to open the black-

individual agents. This approach matches that

box of micro processes. This can be done be-

of Peter Hedstrom, who is known for propos-

cause these (in the form of the agents decision
5
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rules) form the building-blocks of the model.

stead we picked two typical, yet different sites

And it is also this modularity, which allows us

as our case studies. The first source, and 90%

to use agent-based models as test-beds, when

of the second, will be used for informing and

experimenting with counter-factuals.

tweaking the model. The remaining 10% of
the latter will then be used to validate it.

For agent-based modelling to be done successfully, it is important that the model be

The first data-set is the Hacker News news-

well-grounded in theory, and is plausible.

site, which is comparable to Slashdot, in that

This is because a model that matches the data

people can post links to news stories, and

is not necessarily correct. Multiple models

comment on them.61,23 It is a bit smaller than

resulting in the same growth-patterns/output

Slashdot, though still quite large, with 90.000

can always be created, without any way to

unique visitors per day, most of whom are

decide between them, other than Occams ra-

lurkers. What makes Hacker News especially

zor or perhaps taste. While this is not a new

suitable for our study, is that all threads and

problem (any empirical study trying to estab-

posts on it are rated by users, which will give

lish causality suffers from it), but the fact that

us a quantitative measure of the value of ear-

we work with multiple independent variables,

lier posts relative to later ones. Data has been

some of which could even be hypothetical, in-

collected from the site for three weeks now,

stead of measured, makes the need for theo-

and this will continue until the end of April.

retical grounding more pressing.

The second data-set is 30 gigabytes of data

We will build our agent-based model using

from Boards.ie, the largest Irish bulletin board

NetLogo, an Open Source platform for agent-

site.3 This site offers hundreds of web-forums

based modelling. A first draft of the model

on various topics. The two things that make

has already been formulated.

this data-set especially useful, are, first of
all, that the forums for the various topics dif-

5

fer in size (allowing us to establish the rela-

Data

tionship between community size and postBecause not much research has been done

ing behaviour/thread structure), and secondly,

on web-forums, and data-sets are relatively

that the data is longitudinal (1998 to 2008),

labour intensive to create/pre-process, our

showing how each sub-forum was created and

sampling strategy is not based on a random

gained momentum over time. This data-set

selection of web-forums/news-sites, etc. In-

was collected and provided by John Breslin,
6
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Finally, in the ethical realm, there should
be no problems. Only documents that are

6

publicly available on the web, are analysed,

Challenges

and then only their thread-structures, not their
There are several challenges that have to be

content. And even though our data contains

overcome for this thesis-project. First of all,

user-id’s, these are mostly nicknames. Also,

constructing the model, and especially mak-

no specific individuals are being studied, but

ing it match well with the data, will be the

only average behaviour. Thus, even though

most labour intensive part of the thesis. We

the model will consist of agents, these will

will especially have to guard against spend-

not be modelled after specific persons, or even

ing too much time polishing the model. As it

be differentiated (e.g. they will all behave ac-

could literally be improved endlessly. In ad-

cording to the same logic). Finally, none of

dition, answering all the sub-questions within

the issues or behaviour studied are sensitive

adequate time, might also prove to be a chal-

in any way.11

lenge. However, selectively dropping some of

The only way in which our study might ad-

the less central ones when needed, will allow

versely impact the communities under study,

for some leeway.

is by changing them: either by making them

Secondly, agent-based modelling is a rel-

realise they are public spaces that can be stud-

atively new method, and though it has been

ied, or by making their participants aware of

shown to be successful, convincing some

the dynamics of such groups. However, for

readers of the soundness of it, might be hard.

boards.ie, previous studies have done this al-

Communicative challenges could arise from

ready, and besides, this issue is relatively mi-

the formality, and/or over-complexity of the

nor, and applies to virtually all research in the

model.

social sciences.

If too many factors are added to

the model, it might become incomprehensible even to willing readers.24 Lastly, there is

7

Conclusion

the grounding in theory, that needs to be done
properly. Keeping the model relatively sim-

To conclude, some limits of the proposal were

ple, and close to participants intuitions (where

set, and the most important previous work

possible), should alleviate most of these is-

was discussed, including theories that might

sues.

be used to ground our approach and model.
7
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Next the research-question, and the steps in-

tion system. Naturally, the model can also be

volved, were clarified. The research-design

tested, and cross-validated against other data-

was then specified in detail, giving the ratio-

sets. Finally, the model can be used to inform

nale for using agent-based modelling. Finally

the design of, and (if extended) even indicate

the data-sets were described, and some minor

the possible success of alternative discussion-

challenges and ethical issues related to the re-

platforms.

search were discussed.
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